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Henry Wellcome
1980

wellcome henry

Sir Henry Wellcome
1937*

an infinity of things tells the story of one of the largest private collections ever created and
the life of the man behind it funded by his vast personal fortune wellcome planned a great
museum filled with treasures from all corners of the globe charting the history of human
health from prehistory to the present day

Sir Henry Wellcome
2011

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united
states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and
distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the
work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved
reproduced and made generally available to the public to ensure a quality reading experience
this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the
original graphical elements with text in an easy to read typeface we appreciate your support
of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant

An Infinity of Things
2009-09-10

a part of the duke medical center library history of medicine ephemera collection

Preliminary Inventory of the Sir Henry S. Wellcome
Papers in the Federal Records Center, Seattle,
Washington
1963

this is an insight into the history of the wellcome foundation and trust they are the largest
subsidiser of medical research in teh world with their income over 1 million a day
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The Wellcome Research Institution and the Affiliated
Research Laboratories and Museums Founded by Sir
Henry Wellcome
1934

new and innovative writing inspired by the medical scientific and sometimes downright
extraordinary contents of henry wellcome s remarkable museum within this unusual and
arresting book is a powerhouse of imagination created by a dazzling array of the finest
writers the phantom museum offers personal responses by a s byatt tobias hill peter blegvad
hari kunzru helen cleary and gaby wood to the extraordinary and little known collection of
the businessman and philanthropist sir henry wellcome wellcome was fascinated by
anthropology and the history of medicine by the time he died in 1936 he had built up one of
the world s largest and most unusual museum collections the objects wellcome brought
together range from the ancient to the magical from the religious to the scientific beautiful
mysterious or bizarre they all illuminate the history of human beings and their bodies playful
disturbing and thought provoking by turns the phantom museum combines text and images
fact and fiction comment and imagination to consider how objects can be read depending on
who views them and when published to coincide with a major new exhibition of wellcome s
collection this is a lasting introduction to its wonders and a remarkable collection of new and
original writing

The Wellcome Research Institution and the Affiliated
Research Laboratories and Museums Founded by Sir
Henry Wellcome [electronic Resource]
2021-09-09

the wellcome trust is a charitable institution supporting medical and allied research
throughout the world this history of the trust marks the celebration of its fiftieth anniversary
in 1986 professor a rupert hall a prominent science historian long associated with the trust
and b a bembridge a retired trust scientist have written this lucid and well informed account
which charts the development of the organisation from its inception in 1936 to the present
day within this framework there is an underlying discussion of the philosophy of the financial
endowment of science and medicine the wellcome trust has had an enormous impact on
medical research over the years this volume provides a unique insight into the development
of a leading scientific research body and its relevance to similar institutions the world over

The Wellcome Research Institution and the Affiliated
Research Laboratories and Museums Founded by Sir
Henry Wellcome
1932
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in the indian system of human marks zysk offers a literary history of the indian system of
knowledge which details divination by means of the marks on the bodies of both men and
women the history covers from earliest times to modern day and includes the earliest texts
and their translations

Sir Henry Wellcome
1950

this work provides access to information on the rich and often little known legacy of
anthropological scholarship preserved in a diversity of archives libraries and museums
selected anthropological manuscripts papers fieldnotes site reports photographs and sound
recordings in more than 150 repositories are described coverage of resources in north
american repositories is extensive while great britain france the netherlands australia and
certain other countries are more selectively represented entries are arranged by repository
location and most contributors draw upon a special knowledge of the resources described
contributors include james r glenn national anthropological archives elizabeth edwards and
veronica lawrence pitt rivers museum university of oxford francisco demetrio s j museum and
archives xavier university philippines and many others the guide covers selected
documentation in social and cultural anthropology physical anthropology archaeology and
folklore some major area studies collections such as the asia collections cornell university
libraries and the melanesian archive at the university of california san diego are also
represented urls have been cited when available and personal and ethnic name indexes are
provided

Masterpieces from the Sir Henry Wellcome Collection at
UCLA.
1965

the renowned wellcome library houses a number of often literally unique and rare sanskrit
and indian vernacular manuscripts collected by sir henry wellcome himself in the early
twentieth century the present catalogue by david pingree is the first guide to the important
wellcome collection of manuscripts containing texts on jyotihsastra which includes astronomy
mathematics divination and astrology and covering well over a thousand manuscripts
descriptions feature information e g on scribes owners and their families thus providing much
that will prove useful for those studying not only sanskrit scientific manuscripts themselves
but also their creation distribution and preservation a true treasure trove

The Story of the Wellcome Trust
2010

this is a first part of the new catalogue of medical manuscripts preserved in the wellcome
library it serves not only as a guide to the collection of the manuscripts purchased by the
wellcome library in 1986 but is also an independent research tool which can be used by
various specialists librarians historians paleographers art historians conservators etc this
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catalogue comprises detailed indices and many illustrations on cd rom which help
researchers to consult in detail each codex prior to coming to the wellcome library in london
to consult the manuscript per se

Wellcome to Hell: Was Sir Henry Wellcome Jack the
Ripper?
2015-03-19

presenting contemporary science and technology provides science museums and science
centres with some of their greatest challenges this book explores questions central to the
thinking of every museum and science centre attempting to meet such challenges what are
the implications of the information technology revolution how can objects be more effectively
displayed and what are the key issues involved in developing exhibitions and events that
address contemporary material

The Phantom Museum
2003

handbook of archaeological sciences a modern and comprehensive introduction to methods
and techniques in archaeology in the newly revised second edition of the handbook of
archaeological sciences a team of more than 100 researchers delivers a comprehensive and
accessible overview of modern methods used in the archaeological sciences the book covers
all relevant approaches to obtaining and analyzing archaeological data including dating
methods quaternary paleoenvironments human bioarchaeology biomolecular archaeology and
archaeogenetics resource exploitation archaeological prospection and assessing the decay
and conservation of specimens overview chapters introduce readers to the relevance of each
area followed by contributions from leading experts that provide detailed technical
knowledge and application examples readers will also find a thorough introduction to human
bioarchaeology including hominin evolution and paleopathology the use of biomolecular
analysis to characterize past environments novel approaches to the analysis of archaeological
materials that shed new light on early human lifestyles and societies in depth explorations of
the statistical and computational methods relevant to archaeology perfect for graduate and
advanced undergraduate students of archaeology the handbook of archaeological sciences
will also earn a prominent place in the libraries of researchers and professionals with an
interest in the geological biological and genetic basis of archaeological studies

The Wellcome Museum of Medical Science, 1914-1964
1964

while interest in collecting and museology has increased exponentially over the years the
relationship between museums collections and literature has not been fully investigated this
book examines this intensifying relationship from the wake of the enlightenment through to
the end of the 19th century
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Handbook of the Wellcome Historical Medical Museum
1914

burroughs wellcome usa inc is an american company which began as the small new york
sales branch of the medium sized burroughs wellcome co established in london by american
pharmacists henry wellcome and silas burroughs from 1936 the entire burroughs wellcome
business organization was owned by the wellcome trust founded by sir henry wellcome one of
the most fascinating men of his time in 1995 glaxo merged with wellcome to become glaxo
wellcome and just 5 years later it in turn merged with smithkline beecham to form the
pharmaceutical giant glaxo smith kline gsk concentrating on the story of the new york based
burroughs wellcome usa inc roy church s masterly history analyses the scientiÿ c research
and product innovation in which in contrast to the parent company the subsidiary in the us
excelled by way of the discovery and development during the 1980s of the antiviral drug
zovirax for the treatment of herpes and the antiretroviral retrovir the wealth which wellcome
s companies had created ensured that the future lay with the wellcome trust uk and the
burroughs wellcome fund us which continue to perpetuate the imprint crucible books name of
its founder and to fulfill his philanthropic ideals in the twenty first century on a scale which
he could not have imagined

Physic and Philanthropy
1986-11-06

explore the tropical medical research and findings of the british and sudanese doctors and
scientists in the 1900s laboratory on the nile describes in detail the work of the wellcome
tropical research laboratories in khartoum sudan that was under the direction of dr andrew
balfour in the aftermath of the reconquest of the sudan after the mahdia period as a student
of tropical medicine or a medical or pharmaceutical historian you will discover how the
floating laboratory helped to advance tropical medicine as it was towed along the reaches of
both the blue and white niles to gain clinical cases collect specimens and learn about the
lives and customs of the arab and negroid sudanese based on the complete set of reports and
reviews of the wellcome tropical research laboratories laboratory on the nile presents a
summary of the military and political matters that brought the british and dervish forces of
the mahdia into armed conflict you will explore how the conqueror kitchener of khartoum led
his people toward civilization with an educational movement that allowed industrial
philanthropist henry s wellcome to provide the means for medical research complete with
multiple photos and drawings of the period 1899 1913 laboratory on the nile covers the
research of what became a world renowned center of excellence in tropical disease research
in laboratory on the nile you will discover research that revealed brutal and superstitious
practices such as female circumcision mutilation crude surgery barbaric medical practices
the inhumane treatment of those thought to be possessed by devils and the reliance on
charms and mystic religious practices within this historical work you will also explore
research on tropical diseases and the collection of plants insects blood samples and
photographs of diseased individuals research on the nile river and in agricultural
developments dealing with famines from failed harvests eradicating the mosquito and
instilling sanitary conditions in sudan to halt the spread of diseases and ailments such as
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dysentery enteric fever malaria measles and chicken pox fascinating accounts of dervish
medicine that was a combination of savage quackery and charlatan tricks investigations into
tropical medicine hygiene parasitology and sanitation the efforts used to treat the kal azar
disease which has a long and fatal history in africa asia and latin america detailed accounts of
early research expeditions that examined the people themselves their customs superstitions
and traditional medical practices laboratory on the nile is an in depth look at the tropical
medical research and studies that were conducted to benefit the people of the sudan in
fighting diseases you will gain considerable insight into this fascinating and historical
account of these world renowned research efforts that have helped medicine become what it
is today

Wellcome Institute for the History of Medicine
1993

a remarkable journey through chinese medical illustrations from the earliest illustrated
manuscripts to advertising and comic books senior and emerging scholars from asia europe
and the americas rethink the history of medicine its epistemologies and materialities
challenging eurocentric narratives

Reading Room Companion
2014

olga tufnell 1905 85 was a british archaeologist working in egypt cyprus and palestine in the
1920s and 1930s a period often described as a golden age of archaeological discovery for the
first time this book presents olga s account of her experiences in her own words based
largely on letters home the text is accompanied by dozens of photographs that shed light on
personal experiences of travel and dig life at this extraordinary time introductory material by
john d m green and ros henry provides the social historical biographical and archaeological
context for the overall narrative the letters offer new insights into the social and professional
networks and history of archaeological research particularly for palestine under the british
mandate they provide insights into the role of foreign archaeologists relationships with local
workers and inhabitants and the colonial framework within which they operated during
turbulent times this book will be an important resource for those studying the history of
archaeology in the eastern mediterranean particularly for the sites of qau el kebir tell fara
tell el ajjul and tell ed duweir ancient lachish moreover olga s lively style makes this a
fascinating personal account of archaeology and travel in the interwar era

The Wellcome Centenary
1953

this directory is a handy on volume discovery tool that will allow readers to locate rare book
and special collections in the british isles fully updated since the second edition was
published in 1997 this comprehensive and up to date guide encompasses collections held in
libraries archives museums and private hands the directory provides a national overview of
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rare book and special collections for those interested in seeing quickly and easily what a
library holds directs researchers to the libraries most relevant for their research assists
libraries considering acquiring new special collections to assess the value of such collections
beyond the institution showing how they fit into a unique and distinctive model each entry in
the directory provides background information on the library and its purpose full contact
details the quantity of early printed books information about particular subject and language
strengths information about unique works and important acquisitions descriptions of named
special collections and deposited collections readership researchers academic liaison
librarians and library managers

Preliminary Inventory of the Sir Henry S. Wellcome
Papers in the Federal Records Center, Seattle,
Washington
1963

recently the topic of civil society has generated a wave of interest and a wealth of new
information until now no publication has attempted to organize and consolidate this
knowledge the international encyclopedia of civil society fills this gap establishing a common
set of understandings and terminology and an analytical starting point for future research
global in scope and authoritative in content the encyclopedia offers succinct summaries of
core concepts and theories definitions of terms biographical entries on important figures and
organizational profiles in addition it serves as a reliable and up to date guide to additional
sources of information in sum the encyclopedia provides an overview of the contours of civil
society social capital philanthropy and nonprofits across cultures and historical periods for
researchers in nonprofit and civil society studies political science economics management
and social enterprise this is the most systematic appraisal of a rapidly growing field

The Indian System of Human Marks
2015-12-22

Anthropological Resources
2013-05-13

Wellcome Institute for the History of Medicine
1985

Catalogue of Jyotiṣa Manuscripts in the Wellcome
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Library
2003-12-01

Arabic Medical Manuscripts of the Wellcome Library
2022-05-16

Here and Now
1997

一九三三年市俄古進歩一世紀万国博覧会出品協会事務報告
1934

Report - Wellcome Trust
1936

La influencia española en el progreso de la ciencia
médica, con una memoria del Instituto de Investigación
Wellcome y de los laboratorios y museos de
investigación afiliados fundados por Sir Henry Wellcome
1935

Handbook of Archaeological Sciences
2023-02-09

The Exhibit in the Text
2009
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Burroughs Wellcome in the USA and the Wellcome
Trust
2015-11-19

Preliminary Inventory
1962

Laboratory on the Nile
1999-10-20

A Vision of History
1986

Imagining Chinese Medicine
2018

The Lancet
1937

Olga Tufnell’s 'Perfect Journey'
2021-04-26

Directory of Rare Book and Special Collections in the
UK and Republic of Ireland
2016-05-31

International Encyclopedia of Civil Society
2009-11-24
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